Quantum chemistry research is presented in the article, and it concerns the interaction within the complexes formed by the defective graphene clusters and ions of 3d-transition metals V, Cr, M n, F e, Co, N i, Cu. The charges of all regarded ions were +1. All calculations were made at UDFT B3LYP/6-31G level of theory with the BSSE error taken into account. The strongest interaction with the defective clusters is observed in the case of Co + ion. At the same time, this ion has demonstrated rather weak interaction with the defect-free graphene. Thus, the presence of Co + in the reaction media increases probability of defect formation with the further forming of short nanotubes and curved carbon clusters with complex topology of their own. Keywords: graphene, transition metals, quantum chemistry, density functional.
In the last thirty years, properties of nanoparticles and nanostructured media have been attracting unrelenting interest in scientific community. Computer experiments are necessary to search for synthesis conditions to obtain the particles with predetermined structures and properties because of their complexity and possible formation of short-lived states influencing a synthesis process. The characteristic size of a nanoparticle can reach tens of nanometers, and the model system may include millions of atoms in order to reflect correctly its geometrical features and chemical behavior. The computing complexity of the classical algorithms of quantum chemistry based on calculation of nanoparticles electronic Hamiltonian eigenfunctions begins from O(N 3 ) for the simplest semi-empirical tight-binding model (where N is the quantity of atomic orbitals in a basis set). Computing demands increase dramatically with improving of quantum chemistry model. The problem becomes NP-complete at accurate accounting of electronic exchange and correlation. Since the end of the 20th century quantum chemistry algorithms with complexity O(N ) have been developing, but the coefficient of proportionality for similar algorithms is rather large. Thus, the advantage of linear-scaling algorithms is reached only for the systems with a large amount of atoms. Therefore, the quantum chemistry research studies in the field of nanotechnologies are possible only when using the capacities of supercomputers.
The interaction of transition metal ions with a defective graphene is considered in the article. An ideal graphene is a plane packed by hexagons with the carbon atoms in their corners. Replacement of one of the hexagons with a pentagon during the growth of the graphene plane leads to formation of conic surface, and replacing with a heptagon results in formation of saddle surface. The system of topological defects can be constructed to obtain a junction of several carbon nanotubes of various types, or a closed shell of fullerene. The defective areas in a graphene structure demonstrate higher chemical activity; therefore, the defective graphene nanostructures are perspective in chemical technologies. Understanding of interaction in complexes formed by the graphene and transition metal ions is of special interest for some practical applications. Such situation is implemented, for instance, when using graphene for cleaning water off ions of transition metals [9] ; when using graphene clusters as sensors for definition of transition metals in water environment [2] ; during synthesis of carbon nanostructures in molten salts of transition metals [5] ; at contact of a graphene with oxide of transition metal in the anode of a lithium ion battery [10] . And, probably what is of most interest, the matrix of a defective graphene with metal atoms fixed on the defects is considered as promising single-atom catalyst [3] . All calculations were made at the UDFT B3LYP/6-31G level of theory. Minimal basic set m6-31G was used adapted for compounds of transition metals [6] . The method was examined by calculation of chemically similar systems formed by transition metal ions and benzene [4] . Calculation results for the interaction energies between ions and a molecule of benzene are in complete accordance with the available experimental data.
An infinite graphene leaf with a single defect polygon was modelled by a finite size cluster constructed from the defect polygon in the center, the latter surrounded by three strips of carbon hexagons. Dangling bonds on the boundaries were compensated by hydrogen atoms. Further on, such graphene clusters have been considered. Including the cluster with pentagonal defect of a cone form, a saddle-like cluster with heptagonal defect, and a plane defect-free cluster with a carbon hexagon in the center. The complexes were considered formed by each graphene cluster and ions of 3d-transition metals V, Cr, M n, F e, Co, N i, Cu. The charges of all ions were +1.
Initially, every ion was placed above the center of every graphene cluster. For a cluster with a pentagonal defect, two situations had been considered: a case when the ion of metal lies inside the cone (such systems are designated further by the index "in"), and the case when the ion is located outside (designated further by the index "out"). Further, the geometry optimization of the complex was completed. Optimized complexes with the cobalt ion are shown in Fig. 1 . Green spheres designate carbon atoms, the light ones hydrogens, and cobalt ion is black.
Interaction energy E int between metal ion and a carbon cluster has been estimated by the formula
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where E M eGr is the energy of the complex after optimization, E M e is the energy of the isolated ion, E Gr is the energy of the isolated carbon cluster. E int was calculated taking into account the BSSE correction. The computed results for interaction energies between transition metal ions and carbon clusters are given in Tab. 1. Almost for all atoms, the weakest interaction is observed when placing an ion inside a conic cluster with the pentagonal defect. The strongest interaction is observed for complexes including carbon clusters with a heptagonal defect. The interaction between conic graphene clusters and an ion of metal located outside of the cone is also strong. The negative charge usually has the maximum density near the vertex outside the cone, and that explains the raised attraction of a positive ion. At the same time, inside the cone the density of the negative charge rapidly decreases while departing the vertex. The metal ion located inside the conic cluster is not able to be close to the vertex because of high density of carbon atoms in the internal area and repulsion of their internal electron shells. Therefore, the ion arrangement inside the conic cluster is energetically unfavorable. In case of the heptagonal defect, the saddle surface is being formed with a number of areas, thus having positive and some of them negative charge. Geometrically, the ion of metal is less constrained than inside the cone; therefore, it acquires wide opportunities for the movement in space, thus resulting in energy decrease. In case of a planar defectless graphene cluster weak interaction with a metal ion can be observed and explained by high stability of the graphite structure, that in this case remains safe.
The calculations show that the strongest interaction with the defective graphene clusters is observed for cobalt ion. At the same time, this ion rather weakly interacts with a defectfree graphene fragment. Therefore, presence of cobalt ions in the reaction media can increase probability of the defect formation. As a result, shorter nanotubes are formed as a result of synthesis, and the graphene leaf can get complex and curved topology.
